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Insurance, or at least the concept behind insurance, has
an ancient and somewhat complex origin, with examples
dating back as far as ancient China and Mesopotamia.
The first documented insurance policy however can be
traced back to 1347, when the earliest authenticated
insurance contract, namely a marine insurance contract
for a ship “The Santa Clara”, was drawn up in the port town
of Genoa, Italy.
The first policies began as a way of protecting shipping
merchants against the loss of their cargo during risky sea
voyages, and it was only in the 15th century that standalone
maritime insurance contracts were formed with varying
premiums based on the different risks to be faced.
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It was from these humble beginnings that the industry
evolved to be able to offer the diverse range of products
that are available today.

We pride ourselves on entering professional market segments
and taking up meaningful market share therein.

Established in 2005, Genoa is a niche market liability/casualty
specialist. We pride ourselves on entering professional market
segments and taking up meaningful market share therein.
We are fully au fait with the risks that arise from underwriting
the various disciplines that we insure. An analysis of the
liability/casualty market showed that there was a lot of
room for improvement in various niche areas. Our in-

Genoa is underwritten by Safire Insurance Company
and supported by reinsurance giant, Munich Re. This allows
us to underwrite small, medium and large deals up to
R350 000 000.

house product specialists identified numerous ways in

Selectivity of clients underpins all that we do, and it is this

which these niche products could be improved, and it

approach, along with an in depth understanding of our

was through these innovative policy amendments that we

markets, that has allowed us to build and maintain a

were able to build up significant market share.

profitable book of business.

At Genoa you can be sure that you will be dealing with

Genoa has its head office in Sandton, Johannesburg and

expert staff who are well-versed in the various products

our administration is run out of our KwaZulu-Natal office.

we offer. There are no ivory towers at Genoa and at all

In addition to these two hubs, we also have offices

times our clients have access to decision makers, ensuring

nationwide in Pretoria, Cape Town, Port Elizabeth and

the speedy resolution of any queries which may arise.

Bloemfontein.

Between us, we have many years of specialist product
experience that we regularly draw on when offering advice
to our clients. Whatever the product or niche, you can be
assured that you are in good hands and are receiving
solid advice.

At Genoa we offer niche market liability products with a

Misappropriation of Trust Fund Insurance

focus on solutions for the Legal, Fiduciary, Medical and
Business Rescue markets.

Misappropriation of Trust Fund or MTF insurance provides
broad cover for theft and misappropriation by any principal

Professional Indemnity Insurance

or employee of trust money as defined in the Attorneys
Act. As not all industries are regulated by the Attorneys

Professional Indemnity, or PI insurance as it’s more commonly
known, is an indemnity policy which helps protect professional
advice and service-providing individuals and companies
from bearing the full cost of defending themselves against
a negligence claim made by a client, as well as the
damages that may be awarded in a civil lawsuit.
Fidelity Guarantee Insurance
Fidelity Guarantee or FG cover is an insurance policy
designed to indemnify the Insured (the employer) for the
loss of money or property sustained as a direct result of
acts of fraud, theft or dishonesty by an employee in the
course of his/her employment.

Act, this cover can be extended to include 3rd party funds
that are held by the Insured on behalf of their clients.
Examples may include funds in a liquidated estate or
monies that are administered by an independent trustee.

Medical Malpractice Insurance
An analysis of the market shows that medical claims are
rising sharply and that this increase has a direct correlation
to the higher premiums that are charged each year. We

•

rigorous defence against vexatious claimants.

are committed to making a positive contribution to the
long term sustainability of the medical sector in South

The quick and efficient resolution of valid claims and the

•

Personal coaching by highly qualified Medico-Legal

Africa, and after careful assessment of the current market

Practitioners on how best to deal with a claim, as well

conditions, we are now able to offer:

as the trauma associated with that claim.

•

A market leading Claims Made Insurance Policy
underwritten by a blue chip insurer.

•

The provision of stable, sustainable premiums with low
allocations to operating costs. We focus on what is
actually important by channeling our funding into
offering full protection and support to our clients.

•

The use of mediation and other alternative dispute
resolution techniques to reduce claim costs so that
practitioners are not faced with a situation where their
Limit of Indemnity has been eroded by unnecessary
litigation or defence costs.

•

Relevant

and

innovative

patient

relationship

management tips garnered from sound international
research and supplemented with insights received from
practitioners’ interactions through their daily dealings
with their patients.
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